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Abstract

"Are we responsible for the cultural and societal norms about gender that our children identify with, or are
such things inevitable?"
Posting about the role of human developmental process in forming gender identity from In All Things - an
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entire world.
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Boys and Girls Being Boys and Girls
inallthings.org /boys-and-girls-being-boys-and-girls/
Luralyn Helming
Perhaps no issue causes more consternation for parents than gender. From conception we struggle with
whether or not to find out the sex of the baby; once they’re born, we receive mixed messages about
whether or not to give them things in ‘boy’ colors or ‘girl’ colors ; we wonder if letting them play with certain
toys or do certain things is dooming them to the life of a social misfit. There’s just so much anxiety around
it all, and parents don’t know what they are responsible for or how much any of this matters so their child
grows up to be a happy and healthy adult.
To try to get a handle on this, we must clarify what gender is and understand the difference between
gender stereotypes and gender identification.1 Normally the term sex is used to describe the biological
characteristics of an individual. Gender is then used to describe the socially influenced differences. This
makes gender stereotypes the beliefs we hold about what it means to be considered ‘male’ or ‘female’ in a
particular society. Gender identity, on the other hand, is our perception of ourselves as either masculine or
feminine. A range of factors (appearance, personality characteristics, ability, occupations, etc.) is included
in our conceptions of masculinity and femininity or male and female for both gender stereotypes and
gender identity.
Gender identity and gender stereotypes are intimately connected: gender identity is in some ways the
beliefs about how well or poorly I match my gender stereotypes, and gender stereotypes are influenced by
beliefs about myself as an accurate representation of my gender. This interplay develops according to a
relatively stable pattern. During some time between the ages of 18 months and three years of age, children
label the sexes and begin to define for themselves the behaviors and appearance that makes a person fall
into each category.2 Because they do not yet understand the difference between sex and gender, and
because they do not yet understand the permanency of the former, preschoolers view their stereotypes
with a great deal of rigidity. They not only make judgments about activities as either male or female, but
they also hold strictly to them: behaviors and appearances are either male or female, and they expect
everyone to behave in line with those stereotypes.3
As children move into middle childhood, they expand their gender stereotypes from behaviors and
appearance to less tangible factors like personality traits and ability. They will still mainly pursue activities
and identify with characteristics that align with their gender, but they will start to recognize that these
stereotypes are more generalities than binding necessities. In doing so, they will not just articulate these
stereotypes, but begin to evaluate themselves according to the degree to which they feel they are like
others of their gender, their contentedness with their gender, and the pressure they feel to conform to
stereotypes. Those who are contented with their gender will increase in self-worth, while those who are
discontented decline in self-worth and experience increased loneliness and anxiety.4
For a variety of reasons, including the biological changes of puberty as they magnify the gender
differences, the effect of those pubertal changes on the perception of the child by others such as their
parents, and the beginning of romantic interests and relationships,5 the transition to adolescence tends to
re-intensify gender stereotypes and the value of traditional gender roles. This is strongest in the group that
was previously most willing to identify with opposite gender characteristics: early-adolescent girls.6 While
middle-childhood girls are generally more willing to identify with opposite gender characteristics or pursue

opposite-gender interests, during adolescence girls start to ally more closely with what is expected of girls
in their culture (although in general girls are still less constrained than boys to engage in stereotypical
behavior).
As adolescence progresses, children eventually become less concerned with the perception of others and
more concerned with the development of their own identity. This leads to a decrease in gender stereotypes
again: for example, during late adolescence, perceptions of other people come to be more strongly related
to individual characteristics than to whether or not someone abides by gender stereotypes.
The consistent ebb and flow of the relationship between cultural stereotypes and personal identity can
cause us to wonder whether gendered actions are the result of nurture or nature: Are we responsible for
the cultural and societal norms about gender that our children identify with, or are such things inevitable?
Unfortunately, for the ease of parenting, marketing, and policy decisions, the answer is yes. Nature and
nurture both play a role. In fact, their roles are probably so intimately intertwined that we cannot possibly
untangle the threads.
For example, research suggests that hormones may provoke the types of play children engage in: male
hormones provoke more rambunctious play and female hormones provoke more calm and quiet play. This
difference in playing style leads most children to prefer to play with those of the same gender: girls are
more likely to play with girls because they prefer calmer and quiet play, whereas boys likely prefer to play
with other boys, who prefer more rambunctious and active play. This seems to argue that gender
stereotypes are the result of nature. However, the more often children play with their same-sex peers, the
more they reinforce the gender-typed play with each other; this is then an effect of nurture.7
The ‘nurture’ vocabulary can sometimes make us think that gender stereotypes are taught or
communicated on purpose, but such things are often communicated unconsciously. For example, parents
often engage in differential treatment of children by gender without realizing it: they allow boys to be louder
or rougher than girls, or they are more encouraging of children playing with gender appropriate toys. At
older ages, parents are more likely to explain boys’ successes and failures in school as effort-related and
girls’ successes and failures in school as ability-related.8 These parental behaviors are subtle cues to their
children of appropriate behavior that are more often than not linked to their sex.
Such subtle cues can have an impact far beyond what could at first be anticipated. Feminine traits such as
kindness and compassion, for example, can increase pro-social behavior in all children; evaluation of
academics as based on efforts rather than ability will increase the future efforts of any child, thus
increasing their likelihood of success in school; and traditionally ‘male’ toys, such as Legos and models,
are believed to be a contributor to males’ higher spatial aptitudes later in life because of the experiences
they provide.9
Examples such as these suggest that providing children with truly well-rounded life experiences regardless
of gender stereotypes may prove beneficial to them later in life. But, doing so will require effort on the part
of parents to violate gender stereotypes and talk with their children about interests and preferences as
guiding rules for decisions rather than following gender stereotypes. However, violating gender stereotypes
while they are young may expose children to social censure for the violations and may lead to low selfesteem, especially during early-adolescence. What is a parent to do?
I can’t answer that for you. But being more aware of the developmental process helps us realize just how
complex the issues involved with the intersection of sex, gender, stereotyping, and identification really are.
There are no easy answers or magic bullets that will solve all the problems or untangle this web. All you
can do is arm yourself with as much knowledge as you can and do your best to negotiate these minefields
in your own life and in the lives of the children you know.
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